
Supplementary notes file (Jones-Campbell NEC.txt)   Peter JONES - Gordon CAMPBELL (  CANADA)

          Note 1: MINOR SUIT RAISES

                    1C/D - 2C/D  Limit raise (9+ - 12 HCP)

                         - 2NT   Forcing raise

                         - 3C/D  Weak raise (5+ - 9 HCP)

                    Continuations over a forcing raise:

                    1C/D  - 2NT  -  3C  11-13 HCP with undefined singleton

                                     -  3D  asks for singleton; then opener bids

                                         -  3H/S singleton in that major

                                         -  3NT  singleton in other minor

                                         -  4C/D/H/S void

                                 -  3D/H/S  14+ HCP with singleton in the bid major or the other minor

                                 -  3NT     balanced with 11-14 HCP

                                 -  4C/D    18-19 HCP with balanced hand

                                 -  4C/D/H/S 14+ HCP with void in bid suit

                    Continuations after a forcing raise and interference:

                    1C/D  - 2NT - (Interference @ 3-level)

                                      -  PASS = opener's planned rebid below interference suit

                                      -  DBL  = opener's planned rebid was that suit

                                      -  BID  = same meaning as if no interference

                    1C/D  - 2NT - (Interference @ 4+-level)

                                      -  PASS = any minimum hand (11-13 HCP)

                                      -  DBL  = any 14+ hand

          Note 2: RESPONSES TO 2C OPENING

                    2C  - 2D  0 or 1 control

                        - 2H  2 controls

                        - 2S  3 controls

                        - 2NT 4+ controls

                    Note: any positive response (2H or higher is FG and opener does not need to jump with extras).

                    Over interference @ 2-level:  DIPS and RIPS (i.e. DBL or RDBL is 1st step, and PASS is 2nd step).

                    Over interference @ 3C or higher all bids are NAT (i.e. DBL is PEN, PASS is nothing to say).

                    Suit bids are constructive but do not necessarily show 2 of the top 3 honours.

                    2C  - 3C,D,H,S  show 7+ suits with no Aces or Kings

                                 -  4NT  asks length: 5C = 7 cards

                                                      5D = 8 cards

                                                      5H = 9 cards

          Note 3: 3NT - ACE ASKING BID

                    3NT - 4C  none

                          4D,4H,4S  Ace of bid suit

                          4NT       Ace of clubs

                          5C        2 Aces

                          5D        3 Aces

                    Once the response to 3NT is given the cheapest NT level asks for Kings.

                    Specific Kings are shown with C showing no Kings and the next level of NT showing the King of C.

                    3NT - 4C,4D,4H,4S     -  4NT - 5C          no Kings

                                                 - 5D, 5H, 5S  King of bid suit

                                                 - 5NT         King of C

                                                 - 6C          2 Kings

                                                 - 6D          3 Kings

                    3NT - 4NT  (Ace of C) -  5NT - ask for Kings

                    Interference @ 4-level over 3NT:

                      -  DBL   shows that Ace or an Ace in a lower ranking suit

                      -  PASS  shows no Ace

                      -  SUIT  shows Ace of that suit

                      -  Cheapest NT  shows 2 Aces

                    Interference at the 5-level and above (DIPS):

                      -  DBL   shows no Aces

                      -  PASS  shows one Ace

                      -  Immediate suit bid above the interference suit shows  2 Aces
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